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Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols (ATs) on gold can be used to fabricate surfaces for nanoscience
and biology. The chemical structure of the interface can be tailored simply by modifying the AT headgroup. To
streamline access to different precursor ATs, we developed a general solid-phase synthetic route. A key feature of
this route is the use of a modified resin containing an AT linker (“AT resin”) because it minimizes purification steps.
The precursor to the AT resin was prepared in five steps, and all of the synthetic intermediates are stable solids that
can be purified by crystallization. Accordingly, the AT resin can be prepared on a multigram scale. The utility of the
AT resin was evaluated by using it to generate a variety of ATs. For example, ATs presenting different types of
integrin-binding ligands (linear and cyclic RGD derivatives) were prepared and used to form arrays of SAMs that
support cell adhesion. Additionally, the AT resin also provides a starting point for the synthesis of ATs presenting
reactive groups (e.g., an amine-reactive AT or a maleimide-containing alkanedisulfide) or protein immobilization tags
(e.g., biotin-AT). Thus, our synthetic strategy provides a convenient and flexible means for the synthesis of the
necessary building blocks for custom SAMs and SAM arrays.

The spontaneous assembly of long-chain alkanethiols (ATs)
on gold provides a powerful yet simple means of controlling
surface properties at the molecular level.1,2 The molecular structure
and physical properties of the resultant self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) are dictated by the chemical structure of the precursor
ATs. Accordingly, the fabrication of monolayers with tailored
properties hinges on access to chemically diverse ATs.3-6 We
present a general synthetic approach to ATs to streamline access
to structurally diverse SAMs.
SAMs can be fabricated by using two general approaches:
assembly after conjugation (AAC) and conjugation after assembly
(CAA) (Figure 1). In the CAA strategy, the desired moieties are
attached to reactive SAMs through a series of heterogeneous
reactions to form individual SAMs3,5,6 or arrays of SAMs.7 In
the AAC strategy, a solution of AT presenting a desired terminal
functionality is used to form SAMs on gold in a single step via
immersion,1 spotting,8 soft lithography,9,10 or scanning-probe
lithography.11 If the ATs presenting the headgroup of interest are
not commercially available, they must be synthesized. Access
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Figure 1. Current approaches to the fabrication of SAMs can be
classified as conjugation after assembly (CAA) and assembly after
conjugation (AAC). Solid-phase methodology can be used to
synthesize an AT for use in the AAC strategy or to synthesize ATs
with diverse reactive headgroups (denoted by black circle) for the
CAA strategy.

to novel ATs often requires multiple synthetic and purification
steps, and this need can serve as a barrier that limits access to
tailored SAMs. Indeed, a significant body of research using SAMs
is confined to monolayers that can be formed by a handful of
readily available ATs. The difficulty in generating diverse ATs
using current methods is also a challenge to the production of
multicomponent SAM arrays, especially if each AT must be
synthesized individually. Solid-phase synthesis has facilitated
the rapid assembly of related compounds because multiple
transformations can be conducted without laborious purification
steps.12 We envisioned that both CAA and AAC strategies would
benefit from a divergent solid-phase route to ATs (Figure 1).
A convergent solid-phase strategy for the synthesis of individual
peptide-ATs13,14 or small collections of peptide-ATs8,15 has been
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the AT Resina

a Abbreviations used: EG4 - tetra(ethylene glycol); DEAD diethyl azodicarboxylate; TCP - tetrachlorophthalimide; AIBN azobisisobutyronitrile; THF - tetrahydrofuran; EtOH - ethanol;
Ac - acetyl; PS-MMT-Cl - polystyrene-bound monomethoxytrityl
chloride; MeOH - methanol; and DMF - N,N-dimethylformamide.

developed. The key step involves the capping of an amine group
on a resin-immobilized peptide with a trityl-protected AT that
bears a carboxylic acid. Though it has many useful attributes,
this route is not divergent. A divergent approach is valuable
because it can be used to generate ATs with different structures
rapidly. In our approach, an immobilized amine-terminated AT
serves as a starting point. This AT resin can be used in multistep
solid-phase synthesis to afford diverse ATs or symmetrical alkane
disulfides (ADS). Byproducts are removed by simple resin
washing, thereby expediting AT synthesis. The AT can be
liberated from the resin using mild conditions to yield the target
AT(s).
To generate the modified resin, we employed an AT possessing
a protected primary amine (Scheme 1). This amine is masked
with the tetrachlorophthalimide (TCP) protecting group, a group
known to confer crystallinity.16 Indeed, all of the AT precursors
(compounds 2-4, Scheme 1) are stable solids that can be purified
by crystallization. Thus, the synthesis of AT resin is readily
scalable to afford multigram quantities. In contrast, most reported
oligo(ethylene glycol) ATs and their precursors are viscous
liquids,4,17 which require chromatography for their purification.
Importantly, we found the crystallinity of TCP-bearing oligo(16) Debenham, J.; Rodebaugh, R.; FraserReid, B. Liebigs Ann./Recl. 1997,
5, 791-802.
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(ethylene glycol) compounds to be quite general (Table 1S,
Supporting Information). Though we focused on synthesizing
the tetra(ethylene glycol)-containing derivatives, we anticipate
that this approach can be implemented to generate AT resins
with varying numbers of oligo(ethylene glycol) moieties (i.e., n
) 0-6) as well as ATs possessing alkane chains of different
lengths.
Using the synthetic route outlined, resin 1 was produced in
an overall yield of 40%. The product of tetra(ethylene glycol)
alkylation with commercially available 11-bromo-1-undecene
(Scheme 1) was isolated via extraction and was used directly in
the Mitsunobu reaction to yield alkene 2. The product was purified
by consecutive crystallization from solvents of opposing polarities
(n-heptane and methanol). Radical addition of thioacetic acid
afforded thioester 3; the acetyl group was removed by acidic
hydrolysis to produce 4, which was crystallized from methanol.
Thiol 4 was immobilized onto monomethoxytrityl-chloride
(MMT-Cl) resin in quantitative yield; therefore, the loading level
of resin 1 can be set to any value in the 0.1-0.8 mmol/g range
(Figure 1S, Supporting Information). This flexibility is beneficial
for certain solid-phase syntheses (e.g., the yields of multistep
peptide synthesis can improve with lower resin loading).18 After
the immobilization of 4, the TCP group was removed with
hydrazine16 to afford resin 1.
Resin 1 provides a starting point for the solid-phase synthesis
of different ATs. Our interest in using SAMs to explore cell
adhesion and signaling led us to select as our initial target an AT
that displays a moiety known to interact with a cell surface
receptor. Specifically, we synthesized an AT displaying the
integrin binding sequence Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-Pro (GRGDSP),
which can mediate cell adhesion.19,20 SAMs displaying ATs that
present this sequence have been well characterized,21 thereby
providing a benchmark with which to compare the activity of
SAMs composed of our synthetic AT. To assemble the target
AT, we employed resin 1 in automated peptide synthesis.22 Upon
cleavage from the resin, the expected peptide-substituted AT
was obtained. With this approach, the AT is appended at the
peptide C-terminus (Scheme 2a). Mrksich and co-workers have
reported a solid-phase route to an RGD-containing sequence
with an AT moiety attached to the peptide N-terminus.13
Therefore, the two synthetic strategies complement each other
and provide access to SAMs presenting peptide sequences in
opposite orientations. Often it is not known a priori what
orientation enables optimal epitope binding, thus these general
synthetic routes can be used in concert to dissect the role of the
surface presentation on epitope recognition.23 Although binding
to the RGD motif does not require a free N-terminus, some
receptor-peptide interactions do.24 Other functions (e.g., proteolysis) also can be greatly influenced by the presence of an
N-terminal amino group. The complementarity of the two
aforementioned solid-phase strategies makes it possible to
determine rapidly the AT attachment point that yields the best
performance.
Our synthetic methodology is not limited to the synthesis of
linear peptide-substituted ATs; it can be applied to generate other
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Scheme 2. Applications of Resin 1 in AT Synthesisa

a Abbreviations used: TFA - trifluoroacetic acid; TIS - triisopropylsilane; DIEA - N,N-diisopropylethylamine; HATU - 2-(1H-7azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyl uronium hexafluorophosphate.

types of AT conjugates. For example, any compound bearing a
primary amine can be tethered to resin 1 through a squaric acid
moiety.25 Because squarate coupling is mild and chemoselective,
it can tolerate a variety of reactive groups, which makes it an
excellent method for linking compounds rich in functional groups
(e.g., carbohydrate-containing molecules).26-28 We used this
approach to synthesize an AT containing a cyclic peptide known
to interact with integrin Rvβ3.29 Following the reaction of
dimethoxy squarate with 1, commercially available c(RGDyK)
was added in the presence of base (Scheme 2b). This coupling
proceeded with high chemoselectivity; a free carboxylic acid,
phenol, and guanidinium moieties were all tolerated.
To evaluate the function of ATs generated by our solid-phase
strategy, we fabricated SAMs from our synthetic ATs that present
the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence, 5, or cyclic RGD 6 for
evaluating cell adhesion. We fabricated multicomponent arrays
of SAMs starting from perfluoro-SAMs.8,15 UV irradiation
through a photomask defines the shape and location of the array
elements. Solutions containing compound 5 or 6 mixed with a
non-adhesive AT, glucamine-AT,30 were spotted onto exposed
gold array elements surrounded by a hydrophobic perfluoroSAM. This two-step procedure generates an array of SAMs with
(31) Kumar, A.; Biebuyck, H. A. Abbott, N. L.; Whitesides, G. M. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 1992, 114, 9188-9189.
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4th ed.; Wiley: New York, 2006.
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W. J. Chem. Phys. 1993, 99, 7012-7019.

individual elements that vary in the surface density of the linear
or cyclic RGD peptide presented. To aid the comparison (and
alignment) of multiple arrays, each array was equipped with
patterned gold features. When a solution of KCN is spotted onto
peripheral array elements, the SAM-free surface is selectively
etched to expose the glass (Figure 2, row marked 0).31 The
resulting regions were clearly apparent using an optical microscope and provided reference points for the alignment of the
arrays tested.
To evaluate cell adhesion to the arrays, we employed human
melanoma cell line WM-115. These cells display integrin Rvβ3
and therefore should bind both linear and cyclic RGD-derived
peptides.28,32 We found that WM-115 cells adhere to SAMs
derived either from the linear or the cyclic RGD-presenting ATs.
In contrast, the cells avoid surfaces lacking cell-binding epitopes
(glass or perfluoro-SAM). The observed cell binding hinges on
the specific epitope displayed on the AT. Specifically, cells do
not adhere to the ligand-displaying surfaces in the presence of
soluble RGDS peptide (Figure 2). These results indicate that our
synthetic strategy yields ATs that form SAMs and support specific
cell adhesion.
We postulated that our solid-phase route to ATs also would
provide convenient access to precursor ATs for use in the CAA
strategy (Figure 1). A difficulty in generating precursor ATs is
their intrinsic reactivity. An advantage of the monomethoxythrityl
(MMT) AT resin linkage is that it can be cleaved under mildly
acidic or oxidative conditions; it is also sensitive to heavy metal
ions with an affinity for thioether groups (e.g., Ag+, Hg+).33 We
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Figure 2. WM-115 cells adhere specifically to SAMs presenting
a linear or cyclic RGD peptide. We fabricated arrays of SAMs that
present varying surface densities of GRGDSPG-AT (5) or c(RDGyK)AT (6). The percentages indicated refer to that of peptide-AT in the
mixture with glucamine-AT.8,30 The top row of the array elements
(labeled 0) was etched with KCN to yield a bare glass surface (to
ease comparison and alignment). Arrays were incubated with WM115 cells for 1 h in serum-free media containing 0 mM (A) or 0.4
mM GRDS peptide (B). (A) Cells adhere only to the surfaces
presenting a specific binding epitope; they do not adhere to the
perfluoro-SAM background or the bare glass surface. (B) Soluble
competitor obliterates cell binding, confirming the specificity of the
interaction between the SAM and the cells. Cells were fixed, mounted
with fluoromount media, and imaged using an automated inverted
phase-contrast microscope with a 4× objective. The image represents
a stitch mosaic of smaller images. The array element size is 0.8 ×
0.8 mm2.

anticipated that the ability to employ appropriate and mild
cleavage conditions would facilitate the preparation of ATs
containing sensitive chemical functionalities. For example, the
AT-presenting amine-reactive squaric acid group, 7, can be
liberated under mild conditions (2% TFA, 2% ethanethiol in
CH2Cl2) that minimize possible side reactions (Scheme 2c).
Squarate-modified AT can be used to form SAMs with selective
reactivity toward primary amines. Biotin-presenting AT 8 is not
sensitive to strong acids; therefore, it can be assembled on resin
and released under conditions used to liberate peptide-ATs
(Scheme 2d). Biotin-AT can be used to form SAMs for sitespecific protein immobilization.34 Thus, cleavage conditions can
be designed to afford ATs that can be used for diverse purposes.
Some useful precursor ATs bear reactive moieties that are
incompatible with the corresponding alkanethiols. SAMs of ATs
bearing such groups can be prepared in one step from the
corresponding alkanedisulfides (ADS), in which the thiol group
is masked as a symmetrical disulfide.35 Resin 1 allows facile
preparation of the symmetrical disulfides via oxidative cleavage
conditions. For example, SAMs presenting a thiol-reactive
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maleimide group cannot be prepared from self-reactive maleimide-AT, but a maleimide-alkanedisulfide can be used as a
monolayer precursor. In turn, it can be synthesized using resin
1 in just two steps (Scheme 2e). The coupling of a maleimidecontaining carboxylic acid followed by acid-induced cleavage
in the presence of a mild oxidant (I2) affords maleimide-containing
alkanedisulfide. These cleavage conditions prevent the conjugate
addition of thiol to the maleimide (Supporting Information).
Furthermore, we stored the maleimide-ADS for extended periods
(>1 year) at room temperature (neat) with no significant changes
in its purity (Supporting Information).
In summary, we have demonstrated an efficient solid-phase
strategy for the multistep synthesis of ATs. The key reagent, AT
resin 1, provides the means to go beyond the limited commercially
available repertoire to a collection of tailored ATs. As with any
solid-phase route, this strategy is amenable to combinatorial
synthesis: the AT resin could be used as a starting point for the
rapid synthesis of the libraries of ATs via parallel or split and
pool methodologies.36 Although our examples focus on the
synthesis of SAM precursors for biological applications, we
anticipate that our route to ATs will benefit other applications
that rely on defined surfaces (e.g., molecular electronics) or
multicomponent surfaces (e.g., arrays of bilayers37). Our strategy
can also be used to access other types of SAM precursors (e.g.,
functionalized thiol-biphenyls,38,39 alkane-silanes,40,41 alkenes
and other cycloaddition precursors,42,43 etc). The strategy
demonstrated here offers a general solution: A monolayer
precursor is embedded in the solid-phase linker, and the surfacereactive functionality is masked within the resin-anchoring
functionality. We anticipate that the general approach outlined
here will enable the synthesis of monolayer precursors and
therefore the fabrication of new types of SAMs.
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